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Kala Guru Jaimin Kanan's ardent desire for aesthetic perfection

began at the age of fifteen years and has now reached a crescendo

simultaneous to his blossoming out into total youth-hood. Teaching

the Bharat Natyam form of classical dance has ...
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About Us

Kala Guru Jaimin Kanan's ardent desire for aesthetic perfection began at the age of fifteen years and

has now reached a crescendo simultaneous to his blossoming out into total youth-hood. Teaching the

Bharat Natyam form of classical dance has been his profession for long but his proficiency and

aspirations to attain the heights of artistic creativity and spiritual manifestation through art emanated

with the founding of Sarjan Shree Bharat Natyam Kala Academy in 2002. Renowned Gurus Smt.

Neelaben Raval and Shree Veelaben Raval shaped his classical dance form capabilities in the initial

years. He then went on to assume excellence and maturity through worthy guidance from Guru Smt.

Elakshiben Thakor and Shree Chandan Thakor of Nrityabharati, Ahmedabad.

 

Kala Guru Jaimin Kanan has put in immense hard work and sincere perseverance while imparting the

nuances of this art to his students. He draws upon carved sources for updates on this art and he truly

stands out as an imposing personality on the horizon of this classical dance form. A notable feature of

study in Sarjanshree Academy is that the curriculum includes salient aspects of meditation and inner

peace.

For more information, please visit
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F a c t s h e e t

Nature of Business :Service Provider



CONTACT US

Sarjan Shree Academy Of Bharatnatyam
Contact Person: Jaimin Kanan

Sanskar Bharti Vidhyalay, Palanpur Patiya, Palanpur Road 
Surat - 395009, Gujarat, India
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